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Statement of the Problem 

Prison overcrowding sometimes is defined superficially as "too many people in 
too little space." However, even this statement of the problem masks an underlying 
complexity. 

How much space should be allotted per person Qr per bed? Based Dn practical 
experience, the American Correctional Association 'recommends sixty square feet and, 
under certain circumstances, eighty. A recent Supreme' Court decision (Rhodes v. 
Chapman), however, advises that the "totality of conditions" must be considered to 
determine what is an appropriate square footage. Among these conditions are amount 
of time outside the cell and the extent to which prisoners can mov~ freely from 
housing to other areas. 

What is the quality of the space? Beyond simple numbers, there is the question 
of environmental conditions: lighting, ventilation, sanitation and heat. A single 40 
watt bulb in seventy square feet is insufficient for reading; temperature extl'e!mes, 
also, are to be avoided. In sum, converted basements, tents, trallers, corridors, and 
c1alSsrooms could easily meet square footage requirements, yet fail to provide 
'environmentally sound conditions. 

How many prisoners can staff adequately supervise? The layout of a housing unit 
can create a host of safety and security problems, apart from environmental 
conditions or square footage. A single exit provides no margin of error in the event of 
a fire. One person cannot adequately supervise a IOO-bed dormitory when line-of-sight 
is obstructed by pillars, double bunks or irregular walls. Nor can one officer patrol 
two cell blocks as is frequently done on the morning shift. Frequent movement of 
individuals or groups in and out of housing units makes supervision more difficult. 
And, finally, if there are insufficient programs, maintenance jobs or industrial w9rk, 
idle prisoners in housing units will likely result in more assaults and other ~reaches of 
secUrity. . 

The overcrowding problem is more than simply too many people for a prison's 
physical capacity. There are, also, the questions of how many peopole can be safely 
supervised; how can idleness be minimized; how sate are conditions generally; and what 
is the quality 01 the space. If the prison overcrowdlng issue is not complicated enough 
by these considerations, someone interested in solutions can begin to examine the 
causes of overcrowding. 

Prison overcrowding is not attributable to a single, easily identifiable cause; 
rather it is a multitude of causes and problems which beleaguer staff, arouse a cost 
conscious public, distract our leaders by se~mingly endless crises, place pr~oners in 
unsafe conditions and force the judiciary to intervene in Executive Branch functions. 
Figure I shows some of the causes which are discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 1 

Pactors Contributing to Prison Overcrowding 
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Social and Economic Causes 

d' rooted in more pervasive social Some of the causes of prison ?v~r~row l~g ~~~ has any control. For example, 
and economic change over which no mdlvldual ~f ~om;"unity creates strangers whose 
the dissolution of neighborhoods. and a sense. ressures. A shortage of legitimate 
victimization is uncontrolled by mfor~al SOCial t~e attractiveness. of purse snatching, 
income sources for youth and others mcre~es demand for designer jeans as well as 
robbery, shoplifting and oth~r means to satisfy .a n rovided in the 1970'5 and 1980s an 
life's "necessities." .A f~rtlle. postwar populat~m~ alone will mitigate some of these 
abundance of people m hIgh Crime age grou~s. d't'ons fluctuate. and some may even 
causes; others will ebb and flow as ~~0J'j~~1~ CO~~nl society whidh is immlme to any 
be a permanent condition of post-m us'tna, u 
public policy intervention. 

Public Policy Causes 

. d . forces prison overcrowding is an In contrast to these broad. SOCl~ an ~con~~1~970S This decade saw increased 
unintended consequence of pu~llc poJICY d~rln;hich expanded their capacity to detect, 
resources for police, prosecution an co~r s, r risoner declined in real terms, 
apprehend and adjudicate; but ex~ndltureSt' ~ C~pacity 1 Technological develop
thereby restricting priso.n and n0n-:Incarce~a 10 case scr~nin pollee dispatching, 
ments and training in crIme analysIs techn~ques,. eased the fiow of prisoners to a 
prosecutorial specialization and other te~hnlqUeS 1~C;3 and 1978 victimization rates 
slowly expanding corrections s~~em~rim:;wo~e~iolence and theft, respectively; state 
increased by .3.6 and 6.2 percen or Underfunded or poorly conceived pre- and 

'prison populations increas~d by 55 perce~t. d the number of persons supervised by 
post-adjudication alte:nazlves ~Ob~IY ~~cre~~ of potential incarcerees. Information 
criminal justice agencies and, ~r~ d' ,e ~ity to track cases and manage caseloads. 
systems improved prosecutor's ~ JU ges.t and efficiency were a result of explicit 
These and other improv.ements din .capaci y't and efficiency of all criminal justice policy decisions which l~crease tne capaci y 
agencies, except correctIons. 

Sentencing Philosophy 

hif' . al philosophy which began to Prison over~rowdin~ is the ~esult of s t~ In ~~l the efficacy of tr~itional 
questio,:, the eqUI.ty of ~determma~e d~~::;n~Ine~fect of certain punishment joined 
correctional practices. e presume . ty to energize a movement for code 
with the apparent disparity of se~tenc:fOs:~er~as initiated across the spectrum of 
revision. Once. the m~mentum or r . to res d to a concerned public by 
politi~ views, It pr~v~ded the o:inrt~~~ist of p~bited behaviors and requiring 
Increasmg sentence mmlm~f expan ~ldom did these revisions incorporate other 
prison terms for more 0 enses= ..; nf. ment intensive super-
sanctioning options, ~uch as re~tltutl:; mt:~~tt:~t be~:i~~S co~idered criminal. 

~::';r e~ n;;~~g d~: ~~~~e~min;;atlVe <f!scretlon, co~. re~lopa~Ol:u~~~ 
.. ed j'he most immediate safety valve for prison overcrow mg. " :!:~~es ~ubstituted a cumbersome administrative procedure requirmg prosecutor s 
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and judges' concurrence but, then, only 1n "emergency" situations. What began as a 
legitimate philosophicaJ concern for efficiency and equity helped to put "too many 
people in too little space." 

Corrections Effectiveness 

Finally, there were subtle causes of prison overcrowd:ng which can never be 
documented conclusively but which may be no less important. From the mid-seventies 
onward, there was a growin, skepticism about the effectiveness of any intervention in 
altering criminal behavior. Vocational training, counseling, education, community 
centers and a host of other approaches were evaluated and found wanting. These 
findings, although very tentative, probably affected the willingness of prosecutors, 
judges, parole boards, and even corrections professionals to advocate and use alter
natives, independently of their opposition on public safety grounds. AlternatIves 
themselves may have contributed to or had no effect on prison population levels, 
either because they Simply added new persons under criminal justice supervision, or 
because they both expanded the net and increased the likelihood of being caught in a ne,,' criminal act. 

Summari: 

By the 19805, corrections did not have a technology for changing beha'~ior 
(whether prison or otherwise) which was accepted either within the field itself, by 
other criminal justice professionals or the public in general. Yet, sentencing reviSions, 
parole abolition, improved efficiency and expanded capacity by other criminal justice 
professionals or the public in general. Yet, sentencing rev·isions, parole abolition, 
improved efficiency and expanded capacity in other criminal jU.'itice agenices, a 
postwar baby boom and undoubtedly other socio-economic forces had coalesced to put 
"too many people in too little space." Not only is this space too little by contemporary 
correctional standards but it also is substandard in terms of staff safety, prisoner 
security and the capacity to minimize idleness. 

Prison populations increased by over 20,000 in the first six months of 1981.5 This 
increase of over six percent nationally masked even more startling increases of 12 
percent in New Jersey, 13 percent in Indiana, 16 percent in Alabama and 11 percent in 
Washington. Now, however, the construction solution to prison overcrowding is 
severely constrained by esc~ating costs of $50,000 and upwards per bed, insufficient 
state revenues and increased state responsibilities. The more common solution of 
Simply putting more prisoners in erusting institutions (double bunking, double ceiling, 
convertmg Space) exposes the state to legal challenges of coriStitutionaJity. 

The earlier disCUSSion of probable causes was not intended to imply hopelessness 
but, rather, to underscore that neither a stroke of the pen to enact new laws, a 
bountiful ~ppropriation, nor a new commissioner by themselves wilJ make prison 
overcrowding go away. However, all the studies, analyses and technical solutions wiU 
be vacuous without .a ~i~ion of what the ~tate's policy should be, without the courage 
to tackle the multlplJclty of overcrOWding problems and without the tenacity to 
shepherd long term solutions. Do we need more prisons? No! Yesl Maybel The 
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processes leading to and the conditions surrounding overcrowding are as varied as the ,0 states, as the many courts which send prisoners and as the officers who arrest. An 
appropriate solution for one state may be politically, economically and legally 
infeasible in another. 

Solutions to Prison Overcrowding 

Even though specific solutiogs are tempered by the context, there are three, 
generic approaches to the problem: 

1. affect the number who go to prison; 

2. affect the length of time they stay including release mechanisms; and 

3. affect the capacity of the corrections system. 

Each of these three variables act independently and interrelatedly to dletermine 
a state's ca,pacity needs. Before discussing specifics, it is important to note two 
effects of trying to solve overcrowding problems. Any of these approaches will impact 
on individuals and groups who have an interest in the status quo. That is, there is no 
solution which permits everyone to maximize their objectives; consequently, an 
overcrowding policy is inextricably a part of the political environment in each state. 
A bond referendum to finance construction will arouse both groups concerned with the 
state's fiscal situation and those opposed to e~panding prison capacity: A policy to 
reduce the number going to prison will engender opposition from citizens concerned 
with crime end judges who understandably do not want their discretion limited. Parole 
boards will likely object to commutation po1cies to reduce time served wh~ch attempt 
to circumvent normal release procedures. Given these pervasive effects, governors, 
the legislature, judiciary, prosecutors1 defense bar, probation and parole, corrections 
departments, private agencies and individuals are the principal actors necl!sary to 
establish and implement policies to reduce overcrowding. 

A second effect will be to increase the complexity of managing criminal justice 
agencies responsible for implementing changes. More prisons, for example, means 
higher stai:fing levels, increased training needs and probably more organizational 
levels. More alternatives to prison means more private agency contracts, better 
screening, appellate sentence reviews and expanded supervision in the community. In 
sum, organizational structures, administrative processes and interagency relationships 
will become more varied and more complex as solutions to prison overcrowding are 
implemented. 

Figure 2 graphically summarizes the relationships between governors, the 
principal actors in developing a policy, and some specific actions which can be taken 
to reduce prison overcrowding. Solid lines indicate where key groups have authority to 
act independently; dotted lines, that solutions must be undertaken cooperatively; solid 
and dotted lines together are meant to reflect organizational variations among states. 
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Options for Reduc~ 'rison Overcrowding 

Sentencina guidelines 
Shorter sentences 

Develop alternative sanctiona 
Kefuse aubatandard facilitiea ~--~ 

Appellate selitence review 
Specialized offender assessment 

Folicy on sentence recomaendations 
Reca.aend alternative aentencea 
Rec~end financial penalties "'~-,f'l 

Eaphaaize victim's needa 

Defendent pre-aentence report 
Offender as.ea~ments by 

private agencies 
Appeal prison sentencea 

Represent in revocation bearings 
Sue over conditions 
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Decriainaltae, recla •• U, offenSE's 
Expand DOC Placement option. 
Revi.e aentencina codes. expand 

option. 
Pund atate • local alternatives 
Set facllltJ atandarda , capacities 
Fund new conatruction 
Redlatrlbute atate/local 

reaponalbUlt, 

Pardon polic, 
Claency policy 

New secure facilities 
Co~unlty centers 

q..-AiI Fur lO':lah poUcy 
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ood time procedures 
Phased reent·ry progr .. s 

Pre-sentence reporting 
Revocatio~ procedures 
Contract parole 
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A fuller explanation of each option is provided in M. Kay Harris and Becky 
Siebens, Reducin Prison Overcrowdin: An Overview of 0 tions (Washington, DC: 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1981 and etalle descriptions can be 
obtained from the National Institt,lte of Corrections. 

The forty options in Figure 2 encompass legal, policy, program and procedureal 
changes which may be taken by the various actors to reduce prison overcrowding. 
Although each option has been tried for other reasons by some jurisdictions, they have 
never been undertaken in concert as a means of addressing overcrowding problems. 

In addition to reducing sentence lengths, as done in North Carolina in 1981, 
legislatures can authorize more sanctionhlg options~ such as community placement at 
sentencing (Colorado), longer work release periods (Iowa) and expanded contracting 
with private agencies (Connecticut). Oklahoma, Michigan and Connecticut have 
created mechanisms for releasing prisoners when institutional capacitly is exceeded. 

Prosecutors can affect the number of persons going to prison by supporting 
resitution payments to victims which require offenders to work. Private agencies ha've 
been retained by defense counsel to assess offender's needs and prepare presentence 
reports for judges. These frequently result in alternative sentences of community 
service, resitution, intensive supervison, etc. 

The judiciary, of course, plays a central role in prison overcrowding within 
legislatively mandated constraints. Minnesota's Sentencing Guidelines Commission 
expl1city considered prison capacity when preparing its recommendations to j1flges for 
sentence lengths and whether inc:arceration or alternatives were warranted. Judges 
can require the presentence recommendations prepared by prosecutors, defense and 
probation explicitly address the appropriateness of noft-prison sanctions. Some courts 
use a technique - sometimes called "shock probatIon" - which gives a short 
incarceration period folIo"Ned by supervision in the community (Ohio). 

The parole policy and process sometimes contributes to prison overcrowding. 
New Jersey recently enacted a law which presumes parole at the first ellgibiUty date, 
unless the Board can show reasoru for continuing incarceration. In one state, parole 
hearings are held only every six months, so inmates can conceivably spei'ld an 
additional 179 days in prison! In contrast, some have accelerated the parole hearing 
process to relieve overcrowding or created a .special review process after one year of 
incarceration for a non-violent Qffense (MisSissippi). Parole guideUnes, which formally 
establish parole release dates at time of entry, have helped not only in projecting the 
requirements but al~ in structuring discretion (Oregon). 

Probation agencies have increased judges', prosecutors', victims' and citizens' 
acceptance of community alternatives by closer supervision of serious Cc..~es 
(Wisconsin). They, also, have begun to monitor community service, restitution and 
sanctions other than probation as a way of ensuring penalties are carried out. 

A corrections department, in many cases, can do the least about overcrowding, 
since it does not enact penal codes, prescribe sentence conditions, or determine 
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release dates. Most have been suprisingly inventive in dealing with overcrowding. 
Departments have expanded use of community center! to free up prison beds (Ohio, 
Oldahoma, Oregon); increased administrative good time (IlUnoi!); used minimum 
security facilities during release transition (North Carolina); and expanded opportu
nities to earn work credit days against sentences (South Carolina). 

Conclusion 

. The above discussion highlights only some of the many options for reducing 
prison overcrowding which are available to governors, legislators, judges, prosecutors, 
probation, parole and corrections departments. Extensive technical material and 
operational experience are available from other sources for developing detailed 
proposals and implementation plans. What has been lacking are coordinated, statewide 
efforts to bring these options to bear on a single issue -- prJson overcrowding. 
However, there are forces at work which will make such efforts a necessity, not a 
lUXUry to be reserved until slack resources are available. Burgeoning prison popula
tions, runaway construction costs,. increased competition for state revenues and other 
forces require that something be done to change: 

1. the number who go to prison; 

2., the length of time they stay in prison; and 

3. the number who are released from prison. 

Otherwise, states will continue to experience the lawsuits, prison disturbances, staff 
hazards and other negative effects which come from having "too many people in too 
little space," the consequence of public correctional policies that do not plan for 
change, but irrationally react to it. 

------------------.---------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
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